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Abstract- The Satellite Range Scheduling problem has been
solved in previous work by the authors. However, real scenarios
may involve contingencies on the satellites, the ground stations
or the communication link, which in practice can be translated
as communication requests eventually being dropped from the
schedule with a certain probability. Compared to existing sub
optimal approaches which add back-up passes to a nominal
schedule, robust scheduling finds the schedule with maximal
expected performance. Robust schedules are not necessarily free
of conflicts, conversely to optimal schedules, and thus finding
the robust schedule poses increased complexity. The authors
investigate the tractability bounds for the case where these
requests have fixed start and end times, different priorities,
and different failure probabilities, and provide a linear time
algorithm for obtaining the robust schedule in scenarios with
a single scheduling entity, laying the foundations for studying
more complex cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite missions aim to establish communications between
their mission control center and its associated satellite, but
this can only be done through a network of ground stations.
Whereas mission control centers have continuous access to
the ground stations via terrestrial networks, the times when
potential communication can occur between the satellites and
the ground stations are defined by passes. These passes are
defined by the visibility time windows (line of sight) of a
set of satellites (traveling through their orbits) over a set of
ground stations (which move with the surface of the Earth).
The missions, depending on their requirements, could need
the whole time windows or just a portion of them. The
problem of maximizing some metric (e.g. total duration of
passes in the schedule) on the allocation of these passes is
known in existing literature as the satellite range scheduling
(SRS) problem. For a more detailed description see ref. [1].
The SRS problem has been solved optimally by the authors
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[1], [2], as opposed to existing alternatives which are sub
optimal (see for example [3], [4], [5], [6]). But regardless
of the optimality of these solutions, passes on the schedule
could be dropped if whether the associated satellite or ground
station fail to establish conununication due to factors not
included or that changed from what was included in the
scheduling problem (weather, maintenance, etc.).
Existing literature has provided sub-optimal solutions for
robust SRS for a single scheduling entity through different
approaches, for example based on fuzzy logic [7] or adding
backup passes to an initial schedule [8]. In this paper we
focus on the case where cOlmnunication intervals have fixed
start and end times. We model the uncertainty by introducing
failure probabilities associated to the requests, so that the
schedule which is actually executed is different from the
calculated one. We prove that this problem generalizes the
SRS problem, and we provide the main contribution of the pa
per: an algorithm for calculating the schedule with maximal
expected metric through incrementally building a schedule
for a single scheduling entity. Since more general cases of
SRS have been proven to be transformable into instances of
the fixed interval case [1], we consider this work as the first
step for tackling more complex cases of robust SRS.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review
the SRS problem. In Section 3 we present the robust SRS
problem, and provide its complexity bounds. In Section 4 we
provide a linear time algorithm for a single scheduling entity.
In Section 5 we show a detailed example on the application
of this algorithm and some simulations to illustrate its results
compared to traditional algorithms. In Section 6 we provide
the conclusions of the research.
2. SATELLITE RANGE SCHEDULING

Let S
{sd be a set of satellites, and G {gh} a set of
ground stations. The motion dynamics of these two kinds
of entities will generate visibility time windows, or passes,
when lines of sight among the different entities exist [9].
We consider a scheduling period T starting at to, so that
t E [ to,to + T] .
=

=

Let a pass PI be a tuple modeling a visibility time window
from a start time ts to an end time te between the satellite Si
and the ground station gh, with an assigned priority W(
(1)
The term WI E lR n [0,1] characterizes the weight or priority
associated to that request, normalized between 0 and l. Let
P
{pI} be a set of IFI N passes.
=

=

Remark 1: We assume that a ground station can only com

municate to one satellite at the same time and vice-versa.

These resource constraints are defined via conflicts among

We consider that a pass PI is conflicting with an
earlier start time pass Pm if they are time overlapping and
both are associated with either the same satellite or ground
station:

that the probability of a pass PI to be in the executed schedule
pi given that it is in the schedule pi is:

passes.

lP'(PI E pi I PI E Pi)
(1 - al) · lP'(�Pm E pi : ¢(PI, Pm)
=

=

1).

(6)

From Remark 1 we have that the set pi has to be feasible

pi E {pf}.

Definition 1: We define the expected metric of a schedule pi

We say that Psub C P is afeasible schedule if all its passes
are non-conflicting:

as the expected value of the metric of the executed schedule:

IIPllllE

=

lE{ IIPI IIEw }

=

L WI ·lP'(PI E pi I Pl E Pi).

(7)

PlEP'

where {pf} is the set of all the feasible schedules.

Definition 2: The problem of Robust Satellite Range
Scheduling can be stated as finding the robust schedule pR,

Given a feasible schedule Pr, let the metric II . IIEw be:

which is a schedule with maximal expected metric.

(4)

(8)

The objective of the SRS problem is finding a feasible sched
ule with maximal metric [1]:

Note that in contrast to the basic SRS problem we now
should not restrict the space of possible solutions pi C P
to feasible schedules, since those dropped passes could allow
later conflicting passes (if we include them in the schedule)
to contribute to the metric.
Complexity of the Robust SRS Problem

where {pf} is the set of feasible schedules.

In this section we study the tractability of finding the robust
schedule.

In the remainder of the paper we will refer to this problem
as the Basic SRS Problem. References [1], [2] present the
optimal solution of this problem under the assumption that
all the entities are 100% reliable, that is, there is no chance
that a pass in the optimal schedule will fail in the future.

Lemma 1: The Robust SRS problem generalizes the Basic

SRS problem.

al 0 VPI E P, then from (6) we have that
p
lP'(Pl E i I PI E pi) lP'(�Pm E pi : ¢(Pl, Pm) 1), and
a pass fro�PI will be in pi if there are no prior conflicting
passes in pl. Therefore, given any feasible schedule pi C
P : pi E {pf}, we have PI E pi =} PI E pi, so that
Proof If

In the following section we describe the changes that we
introduce in the formulation of the problem for taking into
account uncertainty.

=

We consider that a pass PI E P can be dropped from the
schedule with probability al. Let pi C P be a sub-schedule
of P, and let pi C pi be the executed schedule of pl. That
is, pi is the set of passes which were not dropped from the
schedule pi at the end of the scheduling window to + T,
either because of the failure probabilities or earlier start time
conflicting passes being in this set. Then:
•
•

=

we can reduce the space of possible solutions to the space of
feasible schedules (since no pass will be dropped), and thus
D
IlpRlllE IIP*IIEw if al O VPI E P.

3. ROBUST SATELLITE RANGE SCHEDULING

•

=

=

=

Theorem 1: The robust fixed interval satellite range schedul
ing problem is NP-hard.
Proof In ref. [1] we show that the decision version
of the basic SRS problem is NP-complete, and thus the
optimization version is NP-hard. From Lemma 1, robust
SRS has to be at least as complicated as basic SRS, and
D
therefore Robust SRS is NP-hard.

p is the initial set of passes (problem definition).
pi C P is the selected schedule (proposed solution).
pi C pi is the executed schedule (actual result).

Remark 2: We assume that these probabilities al are inde

The problem is simplified however if we consider a single
scheduling entity. In the rest of the paper we focus on this
case.

pendent, and that they model all the factors in the system
which introduce uncertainty: satellite or ground station re
lated (as,aG), weather related (aw), etc. Note that even if we
introduce time-dependency (at) in the model of these prob
abilities, the start times of the passes are fixed, and thus the
values of al would be fixed for Pl. Knowledge of the model
generating these priorities e.g. a l
f ( as, aG, aw, at )
would simplify the problem. Therefore, assuming indepen
dence among these probabilities, given a known pi, we have

4. RESTRICTED ROBUST SRS PROBLEM

In this section we provide an algorithm for finding the robust
schedule for instances of the problem with a single scheduling
entity.

=

2

We assume that the set P is ordered by increasing start time,
i.e. P {Pl, P2, . . . , PN } such that ts(Pi ) < tS(Pj) {o} i < j.

(i) If

PI E Il, from (7) we have:

=

N

We denote the subset Il C P associated to PI as the set
of passes {Pl, Pl+l, . . . , PN } C P, such that PI E Iland
Pk E Il {o} ts(pt} < ts(Pk). We will use this notation in the
remainder of the paper.

II IlIIIE

=

J1D(Pk E A I Pk E Pt, PI E PI)
(1 - o:t) · JID(Pk E A I Pk E Il, PI E A)+
0:1 · JID(Pk E A I Pk E Il, PI tf. A).

(9)

=

0

(13)

=

'VPl E P, �Dl C Il : 'VPd E Il, Pd E Dl {o}
ts(Pl) < ts(Pd) /\ ¢(Pd, Pt) 0,
=

k=l

=

for the pass PI as the subset Dl whose passes have a later start
time than PI and which are not conflicting with it. Then:

Dl

L Wk · JID(Pk E PI I Pk E Il, PI E Pt).

Since PI E Il, we have that either PI E A or PI tf. A, with
probabilities JID(PI E A I PI E PI)
(1 - o:t) and JID(PI tf.
A I PI E Il) 0:1· Therefore:

Definition 3: We define the set of later non-conflicting passes

so that if �Pd E Il : ts(pt) < ts(Pd) /\ ¢(Pd, pt)

=

=

0

then

(14)

For the calculation of J1D(Pk E A I Pk E Il, PI E A) we
consider three sets of passes: (1) the pass PI (k
l), (2) the
set of later passes conflicting with it (I + 1 (; k (; x-I),
and (3) the rest (x (; k (; N). Since we are assuming that
PI is in the executed schedule, for the pass PI (1) it is easy to
see that this probability is one; for the same reason the passes
which are conflicting with PI (2) cannot be in the executed
schedule, so that the probability is zero; and for the rest of
passes (later non-conflicting) (3), none of the passes prior to
the first of this set will be in the final schedule except PI,
which is not conflicting with any pass in this set, and thus we
simply consider this set for the calculation.

.

=

Proposition 1: Let P be a set of passes sorted by increasing

start time. If there is a single scheduling entity (lei
1 or
l S I 1), we have that Dl nPt Px'VPl E P, where Px E Pt
is the pass with earliest start time not conflicting with Pl.
=

=

=

Proof If whether

¢(Pm, pt)

=

1

{o}

lei

=

lor l S I

=

1, then from (2):

tSm E [tSI' tell 'VPl, Pm E P, Ii- m, (10)

so that two passes being time-overlapping is a sufficient
condition for them to be conflicting.

For calculating J1D(Pk E A I Pk E PI, PI tf. PI) we only
consider two sets: the pass PI, and given that PI is not in the
executed schedule, the rest of passes. Also for this reason
it is easy to see that this probability is zero for PI; and that
again for the rest of passes we simply consider this set for the
calculation of the priority.

Therefore, given a pass PI E P, if there is a pass Pm with later
start time and not conflicting with it, then any pass with later
start time than Pm is not conflicting with PI:

'VPl, Pm, Pk E P : ts(pt} < ts(Pm) < ts(Pk),
¢(Pm, pt) 0 =? ¢(Pk, Pl) O.

(11)

=

=

Therefore the probabilities in (14) are:

Let Px E Pt be the pass with the earliest start time in Dl, then
'Vpm E Il we have that ts(Px) < ts(Pm) =? ¢(Pm, Pl) 0,
D
thus Pm E Dl, and therefore Dl nIl Px.
=

k

=

pi
P with a single scheduling entity can be
computed recursively in O(N) as IIP' 111E IIP�IIIE where:

Lemma 2: The expected metric of a schedule

11P/111E

=

{

k

c

0:1IIP/H111E '
IIP/+11IIE ,

for all PI E pi, and with IIP/111E
of the algorithm.

=

0 'VI >

z

=

I,

(16)

For consistency, if Dt
0 then we would only consider the
cases k
l and I < k (; N (or simply that x
N + 1) in
(15). Developing (13) throughout (14-16) we have:
=

PI E pi , (12)
PI tf. pi,

=

II Pt IIIE

=

for consistency

=

(1 - o:t)Wl+
(1 - 0:1) L Wk · JID(Pk E Px I Pk E px)+ (17)
k=x
N

N

_

_

0:1 L Wk . J1D(Pk E Pt H I Pk E Pt+l).
k=I H

pi be the pass with earliest start time
which is not conflicting with PI, such that ts(Pl) < ts(Px),
and let P� Px npi and P/ PI nP'. Since there is a single
scheduling entity, we have from Prop. 1 that Dl nP/ P�.
Proof Let Px E
=

(15)

1< k (; N.

=

(I - O:I)(WI + II DI nP/HIIIE )+

I,

x (; k (; N,

Note that this result does not necessarily hold if both lei and
l S I are greater than one.

{Py, . . . , Pz}

=

l < k < x,

=

And regrouping elements in (17) we obtain (12) for the case
PI E Pt ·

=

We calculate the expected metric of the sub-schedule IJ..
For simplicity of notation we will work with P, Pt and f'x
(instead of pi, Pt, and P�), since this will allow us to keep
all the indexes for the passes k 1,2,...,N. There are two
possible cases: PI E Pt and PI tf. Il·

(ii) If

PI tf. Pt, from (7) we have:
N

II IlIIIE

=

3

=

L Wk · JID(Pk E PI I Pk E Il, PI tf. Pt).
k=l

(18)

In this case, given that PI rt Pt, we have that PI rt Pl.
Therefore:

pass PI is included in llR if that increases the expected metric
of the schedule, that is, if (1 - at)(WI + II Dl n ll�IIIIE ) +

N

II Pt IIIE

=

L Wk · 1P'(Pk E A I Pk E Pt, PI rt A).
k=l

alllll�1111E

(19)

=

If the failure probabilities were unknown, we could consider
the worst case, which is al -+ 1 VPI E P. Under this
assumption, if we calculate the robust schedule (Thm. 2), we
have that the first line of (20) coincides with the second one:
1 VPI E P =} (1 - al)(wl + II DI n 1l�1111E ) +
al
alllll�IIIIE 111l�IIIIE ' and thus II1lRIlIE 111l�IIIIE ' so that
we always add the pass under consideration to the schedule
(21), that is: II1lR IlIE 111l�IIIIE =} llR {Pt}Ull�1 VPI E
P. Therefore, pR P if al -+ 1 VPI E P.

In summary, Lemma 2 states that we can calculate the metric
of schedules with a single scheduling entity in linear time in
the number of passes, examining the passes by decreasing
start time. For each pass examined, there are a set of later
passes (later start times), and a set of later non-conflicting
passes. Since the calculation is iterative, the metric of the
schedules associated to later passes will have been already
calculated. If the pass examined failed during execution, the
final metric would be that of the set of latter passes; and if
successful, the final metric would be that of the set of later
non-conflicting passes plus the priority of the examined pass.
Finally we calculate the expected metric by combining these
two metrics with the probability of failure for this pass.

=

=

=

PIR - {
_

max

5. ApPLICATION EXAMPLES

In this section we show the importance of taking uncertainty
into account through an example detailing the creation of the
robust schedule, and a simulation for showing the perfor
mance of the algorithm in practical scenarios. We include
the results of another two algorithms generally used in SRS:
optimal algorithm for basic SRS [2] (for which the selected
schedule is P*), and the greedy earliest-start-time algorithm
(see for example [10], for which the selected schedule is P).
Schedule Computation

We show a simple example for the calculation of the robust
schedule for a single ground station. The set of passes
P {PI, P2, '" , P6} with associated priorities WI 0.2,
W2 0.9, W3 0.5, W4 0.4, W5 0.1 and W6 0.7 is
represented in Figure 1, where we consider al 0.5 VPI E

P with

=

=

=

=

P.

(20)

111l�1111E'
{pt} U 1l�1'
II1lRIlIE ;? 111l�1111E'
otherwise,
R
1'
11+

)

!

P,.

::

(21)

Proof We prove optimality by induction. Let pR C P
Pt n pR, and since PI rt Dl we have that Dl n

P2

to,

P4�

�

P3r---

to,

Figure 1.

=

Dl n 1l�1' For a single scheduling entity we have
from Prop. 1 that Dl n 1l�1 P!:, where Px is the first pass
non-conflicting with PI which is in 1l�1' From Lemma 2, the
expected metric of the schedule II1lR IIIE is maximal if lIP!: IIIE
and 111l�1111E are maximal, which is equivalent to stating that
llR is robust for PI if P!: and 1l�1 are robust for Px and
Pt+1 respectively. Since PN has no latter conflicting passes,
it is easy to see that P� {pN} is robust for PN. Therefore
pf pR is robust.
llR

=

=

for all PI E P, and where llR is the robust schedule for Pt.
and llR

=

=

(1 - al)(wl + IIDI n ll�IIIIE )+
alllll�IIIIE'

=

=

a single scheduling entity can be computed recursively in
O(N) as pR pf where:

II1lR IlIE

=

=

This result can be used for the calculation of the robust
schedule, which is the main contribution of the paper. In
this case we also examine the set of passes by decreasing
start time, but we will only add the examined pass to the
final schedule if the calculated metric is greater than that
associated to the next pass Gust previously calculated). This
is proven in Theorem 2.

{

D

station or satellite and a set of N passes P
{PI, P2, . . . , PN}
with associated weights Wi, failure probabilities ai E [0,1]
andjixed times (tSi? teJ VPi E P can be solved in O(N).

The computation of 11P 111E requires the iterative calculation of
the expected metric of the sub-schedules PN, PN-1, . . . , PI,
D
which therefore takes O(N).

=

111l�1111E .

Therefore, the Robust SRS problem with a single ground

Substituting (16) in (19) we obtain (12) for the case PI rt PI,
completing the proof.

Theorem 2: The robust schedule for a set of passes

;?

=

t.,

P6r
PSi

t..,

t.,

t:..

�t

Set of passes for a single ground station.

Note that since all the passes are associated to the same
scheduling entity (ground station), the scheduling resource
(satellite) associated to each pass is irrelevant as time overlap
is a sufficient and necessary condition for two passes to be
conflicting (2).

=

We follow the algorithm from Thm. 2 for the calculation
of the robust schedule. We simplify the notation so that

II1lR IlIE

=

=

The calculation of the robust schedule is iterative (l N, N1,... ,1), and thus the calculation of pR takes O(N). The

=

fJ(

Pass P6:

pl

Pass P5 :

Pl:

=

{P6} and fJ 6

=

(1 - a6)w6 0.35.
=

=

4

=

{P6} and fJ5

=

0.35. If we had included P5 in
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the schedule then the expected metric would be
a5J.L6 0.18, which is smaller than J.L6.

Figure 5.

(1- (5)w5 +

Simulations

=

We implemented the three algorithms (optimal, greedy and
robust) in MATLAB for evaluating their performance with
different values for the failure probabilities. We consider
the two scenarios we introduced in ref. [2] but considering
a single ground station and a fixed scheduling window of 14
days:

pI {P4 , P6}, and J.L4 (1- (4 )w4 + J.L5 0.55.
Since P4 has not any pass conflicting with it in p! we add it
to the schedule.

Pass P4:

=

=

=

pf {P3 , P4 , P6} and J.L3 (1- (3 )w3 + J.L4
following the same reasoning as for pI.

Pass P3 :

=

=

=

0.8

Scenario 1. Uncorrelated resources-One ground station, and

five satellites in different low Earth orbits (LEO). Passes are
given a random priority w(pt) vt!10 : Vl
U[I,lO], and
we assign the same failure probability to all the passes (al
a Vl) varying a between 0 and 1 in steps of 10-1.

P2: P� {P2, P3 , P4 , P6} and J.L2 1.025. The first
pass in D2 n pf is P6. We add the pass to the schedule, so
the expected metric is (1 - (2)(w2 + J.L6) + a2J.L3
1.025,
which is bigger than J.L3 .

Pass

=

=

=

Scenario 2. Correlated resources-One ground station, and
five satellites with identical orbits. This second scenario
corresponds to the worst case for the presented algorithm, as
this case yields the maximum number of conflicts. Passes
are given a random priority w(pL)
vt!10 : Vl U[I,10],
and we assign the same failure probability to all the passes
(al a Vl) varying a between 0 and 1 in steps of 10-1.

PI: pf {P2, P3 , P4 , P6} and J.Ll 1.025. The first
pass in Dl n P� is P4. If we had added PI to the schedule
the expected metric would be (1 - al)(wl + J.L4) + alJ.L2
0.8875, which is smaller than J.L2.
=

rv

=

=

Pass

Simulated expected metrics for the scenario 2.

=

=

=

rv

=

1.025. The
Thus pR
{P2, P3 , P4 , P6} and IlpR111E
optimal algorithm yields P*
{P2, P6}, with IIP*IIL:w
0.8, and the greedy earliest-start-time
1.6 and IIP*IIIE
algorithm yields the metric 11P 111E 0.67.
=

=

We calculate the expected metric of the three algorithms
IIP*IIIE (optimal), 11P111E (greedy) and IlpR IIIE (robust) calcu
lated through the algorithm in Lemma 2. Results are shown

=

=

=

=

5

in Figs. 2 and 4 for scenarios 1 and 2 respectively.
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Alternatively, we simulate 100 realizations of IIP*IIEw ,
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in Figs. 3 and 5.
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